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A journey of a thousand miles ends with a single step.
Stop.
Picture a man on a porch,
picture his wiscned face
with pathway wrinkles and deep-seeing eyes.
Pause as he pauses,
his fist in the air,
poised to knock.

See his memories.
Sec lonely roads
when dreams were his only sustenance,
the woman inside, a stranger, his only lover
this house, unseen, his only home.
Realize that dreams reflect their creator.
His dreams are products of his needs,
polished by his desires,
perfected by his pain.
Answer.
Can the flesh and blood woman in her peeling-paint
house sustain him like the nurturing dream-companion of a
thousand miles?
See, once more,
his fist, poised,
throbbing with blood and fantasies.

David Humphries
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Star-Thoughts
Under the black blanket of night,
spotted with the llnt-like stars,
I sit, listening to the dicking of the crickets,
Not alone,
but in the company of contemplative thoughts,
thinking of things which enlighten, frighten, mystify me.
Memories of the past,
Moments of the present,
and Possibilities of the future twinkle in my mind
And set my soul upon a quest
To work the world as it's not.
As numerous as the stars are my dreams and hopes;
The cold ground holds reality
To which the crickets can me back and tell me
here is now, and there are things to be.
Life is living reality.
Time trickles through my fingers
As the sand gets colder, harsher to sit on.
In the East dawns a delicate day of
Expectations realized crushed,
Opportunities seized and missed.
Star-thoughts faded and forgot,
the day embraced and kissed.

John Fisher
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The Woman
A woman sits upon a hardwood bench
writing alternate thinking in her unbound journal
with her black hair tied back above her paper essay
her heavy Russian eyebrows intensified in thought
dark as the night she blesses her forensic alphabet,
Dry feet bare inside brown leather
her legs crossed in the cotton shorts
her eyes search for poetry and they meet mine,
In her white woven t~shirt
in her nantucket thoughts
she sails across a still undefined sound.
Peter Leon
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The Armistice
11/03/18
The crisp morning air whipped through my fog-dipped goggles
and my reddened face. The droning ofthe plane's engines hummed in my
ears as it cut through the slaty sky. A dense gray mist hung over the
wooded French countryside and the landing area which had now come
into view. The thin, dirt road which served as a landing strip sliced
through the grassy field, serving as a division in between the wet blades
which had sprouted up along each side of it. The plane bobbed and
weaved as the pilot brought the plane to rest on the bumpy surface. "YaJ
bloddy owe me one now," the pilot said as I climbed out of the shaking
biplane. "Idon'tgen'rlly cum flyin' oll th' wayowt, twomilesfrowm th'
bloddy line, just so a report'r can get a blimey interview wit' sum poit l
ain't evJreven heard ov!" I smiled incompliance, turned, saluted the pilot~
and tracked off towards the British correspondent who was waiting in a
carattheedgeof the woods. As I jogged towards thecar,I heard the plane
mmble down therunway.l turned to see it takeoff and disappear into the
dense cloud of fog which now surrounded me.
I had come from the safety of my homeland toone of the bloodiest
areas in the war to interview a poet who, I thought, had a significant
statement to make to the world and the talent to express it, but who very
few had heard of at the time. Most common people knew of the bitterly
sarcasticwarpoetryofSiegfriedSassoonorofthegloriouspro-warpoetry
of Rupert Brooke. Very few had heard many of the poems this man had
written. The work that he had received the most public notoriety for had
been "Dulce Et Decorum Est,'' a poem condemning the old Latin statement "It is sweet and fitting to die for one's country." It was this poem
which had spurred me to do my best to meet this gifted poet face to face.
The rattling car I entered had seen better days. The driver, who
introduced himself as Private O'Leary, was dressed in a uniform which I
was sure had seen equally better days. It was shabby and tom, but the
British emblem over his right shoulder still showed, al though badly
stained a muddy brown. Hisvoicewasscratchy(trench sickness, he called
it), and his left hand looked limp as it hung by his side, wrapped in dingy
cloth (an injury which he had received from "goin' o'er th' top inta No
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Man's Land). Turning to me, he asked ''Now who was it that you 've l't'l'n
wantin' t' see?" "Owen," I replied, "Second Lieutenant Wilfred Uwl'n."
He nodded as the car lurched into gear and rumbled forward.
Through the ride to Owen's position, I found outthat O'Leary and a good
deal of his compatriots had a deep respect for Owen. Owen had been
wounded three times a year earlier, had returned duringthepastsummer;
and was awarded a Military Cross for outstanding bravery one month
earlier. Within half an hour we had reached Owen's position. After
thanking O'Leary,l got out of the car and looked around. The rising sun
did little to warm the brisk November air whose crispness had grown in
intensity since I had first arrived. A rancid stench permeated the air. There
were no more trees, only a long trench which stretched over the horizon
for as far as I could see, both north and south. Beyond the trench to the one
side was an apparently vast wasteland of barbed wire, dead trees, and
brown bushes. On the other side, fires smoldering as soldiers huddled
around them. The din of old English chants gained momentum as the
soldiers anticipated the possible end to the hell they were living. I turned
to see a man dressed in an officer's uniform approach me. Hewasaverage
height but thin, his face looked toughened yet still retained a type of
calmness, a type of sophistication which seemed to place him aside from
the other soldiers. He came up to me, shook my hand, and introduced
himself as Lieutenant Wilfred Owen.
After exchanging formalities, Owen took me around through the
trenches. Rats and dead animals were all about the underground complexes, rooms were small divots in the earth that contained just enough
room for a man to lay down in the mud. "Wretched," I said, as we passed
a particularly terrible part of the trench system. Upon saying that, Owen
became pensive. He then explained to me that it was in these trenches
where he wrote "Dulce Et Decorum Est." He based it on true life
experience. He proceeded to tell me that the whole scene that he described
in the poem was a true-to-life experience. He explained tome that, during
his many years of serving in the trenches as an officer, he had seen it
happc" before. He said thatin themiddleofthe night, theGcrmanswould
launch a gas attack. The mass confusion, as soldiers rushed to get a hold
ofgasmasksinthepitchdark was terrifying. Owenalsosaid that he wrote
the poem to disprove the old Latin phrase. Owen told me how he had been
wounded several times and, when in Bordeaux in 1914, witnessed the first
hospitalized of the war undergoing treatment without anesthesia. ''I'm
glad r didn't die," he said, "jf I would have, I would have probably just
been another number like the mill ions of otherthat died . Thereis no glory.
I just want to return back home so I can go back to teaching." "You were
not always a poet?" I asked, surprised. "no, actually I...,'' "Lieutenant
Owen!" A loud voice broke into Owen's sentence. Owen's face became
serious as he swiveled around and saluted a tall officer who was wearing
Majors stripes. "Yes, sir," he replied. The Major spoke to Owen, "I'd like
you to lead a squad out tomorrow at o'eight-ht;mdred and check out that
bridge over the river one mile from here. just check it out and report back
to me." "Yes, sir," replied Owen. The Major smiled, saluted to me and
Owen and walked away. "Don't you ever feel resentment towards the
officers?" I asked him. Owen smiled and then told me that, unlike his
friend, Siegfried Sassoon {who he had met and formed a true friendship
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with four months earlier} who was bitterly sarcastic towards the officers
and war, his goals for writing were different. He said he thought of his
poems as truthful reports on what was happening on the front line, far
deeper than anything the correspondents could or would write. He said
that he wanted to stir compassion for those fighting and to get the public
to ask what purpose an of the high casualties were serving. He said that
his goals were best described in the introduction for a volume of poetry
that he intended on releasing as soon as he arrived back home. lt said:
"Above all I am not concerned with poetry. My subject is war,
and the pity of war. The poetry is in the pity. Yet these elegies are to
this generation in no sense consolatory. They may be to the next. Al1 the
poet can do is to warn. True poets must always be truthful..."
I smiled, I had learned a lot of Owen and the terrible conditions
which spurred him to write the moving anti-war poetry he did. "My
summary on the life of Owen will be complete when lamabletoask him
some more personal questions when he returns from maneuvers ncar the
bridge tomorrow," (thought as I fell asleep in the officer's tent that night.
11/04/18 ·Today, Lieutenant Wilfred Owen was killed by a German
sniper while engaging in operations near a bridge over the Sambre River.
11/11/18- Today, the armistice was signed, ending the war.
Edward Douglas
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Vital Signs
Across the slums and beyond the holy city
from the burnt psychotropics
from the double occupancy
the double header brilliant flashes of terminal color
and the sunburnt walls of prehistoric stone
From my white linen mattress
from the old depressed dungarees
from my freshly written garden style poems
from the messages on the buJJetin board of my mind
from the sheet music in my heart
from the telephone that reaches into the darkness
from the fragrant nurse and her blossom breath
from the old arguments and the unremoved sutures~
In the waters of the dated chronicles
with a metric ton of hand painted symptoms of transparent
mortality
and old girlfriends of undeveloped pettycoat relationships
under the patterned rays of the bookstore wood
in the last laugh of the surgical medical student
in the windowpane screams and saltwater tears
and the leather containment of autumn memory
and the fresh fallen kindness of the white shoe nurse
and the juicy steak of my watercolor healer
with the bumt umber that dogs up my brain.
Peter Leon
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Number203
This urban box of rented rooms
Holds time like out-grown clothes
Sealed under cardboard folds;
As evening drags out its shadows,
Night wind whirls at rattling panes;
The wine at my hand hues crimson.
Only this deep, dark wine glows
Inside me where spirits drown;
This wine, sour as blood,
Bitter as bile, hushes the hours
In a delirium of drifting moments,
Derelict to the wind-rushed night.
I am alone in a place without home,
Yet one hope whispers away the silence:
Dressed in dreams, rare and radiant,
Dawning upon my shadowed self,
She waits on the fringes of night
In the dance of a waking world.
George Kanieski
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Madonna/Whore
"Almost all the words for female relatives-mother, aunt, daughter1
and the like-have at one time or another been euphemisms for proslitute."
My name is Shore, my husband's name.
My other name you spat at me
From both sides, when Richard
Made me walk before the cross,
A taper in my hand-symbol of what
They say I am.
Then, I looked as More could only image
From "rive11ed skin and hard bone"My soft cheeks that Edward loved
To rub his beard against burning
In your jealous glare;
Then, while cameras click and whir
The hot lights drain the color;
You pin me to the wall, shove my name
Against me so I can't push it away:
''Marilyn! WiJJ he divorce you?" Arthur?
I think it was Arthur . . . .
Her pouty lips a red gash,
You caught her running from the set-fat,
Holding the vomit in her mouth. She saved
Her dignity, but not her baby.
After, you called her Norma Jean,
"A candle in the wind." After, always
After, the saint absolves the hag,
The gay singer pimping for her image
As, after, you like a little guilt
With you cigarette.
Even for Him, sweat stinging
His eyes, looking down from the cross, did our faces
Blur in His failing vision
And Mary, who harbored, each in her way,
The unsanctioned seed?
Sally Joranko
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For the Great Lord
in Honey Bear
One day
I was sitting in the sun
and quite deep night
and I asked my brother's
Golden Retriever,
Honey Bear,
to ins truct me
in the Ambiguities
(I had held her face before
in my hands
and called her, "Dai Bosa.")•
She walked
away
left me
to myself
but then returned
with a dirty chewed-up
tennis ball
in her gorgeous mouth
and d ropped it
dirty
on my pale blue
pants.

James Magner
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The Whale
Down,
Beneath the thrown foam violence of the surface,
Down, down, deeper into the blue,
Blue to black and blacker stilL
Further down, deeper than the longest light can reach;
Lies the Whale; and in his primordia] ignorance
of the distance man has set before God,
He cries, but his cries are of happjness,
His form still fresh with a closeness to its conception
From the onset of God's eternal creation.
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Divine Inspiration
You arc
What I
Make you,
Nothing but.
Nothing more.
Nothing else.
You are
What I make you,
Damn you.

M ark Herron
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Choose
fallinginlove is easy
how sweet to submit
to the ty ranny of pleasure
eyes lips tongue
the alphabet of need
is eloquent
there is no too much
nothing is everything
my voice is silenced
by extravagance
LOVE

another matter
one who is
gives
unselfishly
a painful policy
without expectation
the word of who 1 am
LOVE calls us
into being
]en11y Clark
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Oneness
bald pate
beautific smile
his cough produces
gurgles phlegm
his nose is wet
his insides
are devoured

1 imagine
a glass dome
protecting me
from his contagion
God
don't let me be
like him
too late
I know his pain
old man
who recovered life
when past his
prime
he lives by
grace

alike in
obsessiveness
we have chewed
the bone
of our inheritance
alike in choosing life
we grasp
hands
pray "Our Father"

fenny Clark
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precariously
your affections dangled
until my anxiety
mounted high enough
to watch them

fall

one by one
blue
ribbon
whisps
into indifference
p. w. maxwell
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Big Deal
The phone buzzed and Mike stopped what he was doing. He
looked up, gland ng around the room at the stacks of paper that lined the
walls. On top of each stack lay a note card labeling the pile. Mike pressed
the blinking button on the phone.
"Mr. Wrayburn wants to see you, Mike."
''Right now? Okay, thanks." He leaned back and ran his fingers
through his hair. "Shit." He gathered the closest stack into a manilla
folder and grabbed his briefcase.
He hurried past Laura, the secretary, straightening his tie. He was
tall, dark-skinned and definitely what anyone would call handsome. His
build was not overly muscular, and he had well-defined features. But
there was something about his eyes that didn't fit with the rest of him,
something that made him look more like a boy than a man.
Mike was halfway down the haJJ when Roger caught up with him.
-''Hey, Mike. Whatabouttheten bucksyou owemefrom Sunday's game?
I knew Houston would slaughter Pittsburgh."
"Putitonmytab,Rog," Mike laughed. "Seriously, we'll talk later.
I'm busy." Mike pcnnted to Wraybum's office.
"Wraybum, eh? Relax, man,'' Roger said. ''This account isn't the
end of the world."
Mike smiled. ''We'll see who's first to get picked by one of the
Almighty Six," he said.
Roger stopped walking. "Or first to have a heart attack. Relax,
Mike. Relax. He got halfway down the hallway and yelled back to Mike.
"And you don't have a tab."
Wrayburn'ssecretary wasgone,soMike knocked and opened the
door. "Come in, jacobs," Wrayburn said, and sat down on the couch. "just
wanted tochataboutnextweck'spresentation."Hesmiled."Everything's
in order?"
"Every last d eta.il, sir. I've got it all under control." Mike opened
the folder. "I thought I might compile some figures from the Simmons
account to serve as an example."
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"Well, r don't think that's necessary/' Wraybum said. "But this
is your baby" He stni1ed. "You handle 1t the way you want to." He stood
up and walked to his desk. 11Got a card here from your brother wishing
us luck with this account. We sure owe him this one."
"Urn, yes sir. We sure do.'' Mike shifted in his chair and stared at
the papers in his folder. "l have to admit," he said, "that I was very
surprised that he offered to help us out." He shifted again and looked at
Wrayburn's nameplate. "I guess you could say that Greg and t have
always been on the opposite sides of things."
"Hmm. Well, you did seem reluctant in the beginning, Jacobs,"
he said and spun around in his chair; "But you ought to be past that now.
Wraybum spun back around and leaned forward with his head close to
the desk-top. "Men play ball in the real world, Mike. You ought to be
thankful for a brother like that. .."
Mike nodded and looked back at the nameplate. Charles W ,
Wrayburn, CEO. How fitting his name seemed. Just like Michael R.
Jacobs, CEO: perfect. He noticed that Wrayburn had s topped talking.
1
' Wil! that be all, sir?"
''Yes, that's all. You've done a fine job with this, Jacobs. Let's see
itallpayoff." Hegrinncd. "Well,havcaniceThanksgiving. Andtellyour
brother hello."
Back in his office, Mike closed the door and sat down with the
Simmons figures. One by one his co-workers ended their work-days. The
cleaning woman came in to empty Mike's garbage can, and then she was
gone too.
Mike woke w1th a start. The sun fil tercd throt~gh the blinds, and
his neck was stiff from the arm of the couch. It was 7 a.m. Mike gathered
his notes and left a memofor the secretary. He washed his face and shaved
with the bathroom gear he kept in his desk. In ten minutes, he had his
coffee and was on the turnpike, heading home.
It was Thanksgiving. Indian summer had come later and lasted
longer this year. Colored leaves still dung to branches and the day felt
dean. Even Mike's sunglasses didn't deaden the glare. Still it was a good
dayforthetrip. He liked Pittsburgh, the way the city satbetweenall those
hi lls. The city itself was still somewhat of a novelty for him, since he had
grown up in the suburbs and had only been downtown a few times. He
had seen a coupleofbascballgamcswith his dad and had gone to a hotel
in the city for his senior prom-the first and worst date of his life. Of
course, Greg had set them up, knowing (Mike thought) that it would be
a total disaster. Mike had ended up sleeping in his car until dawn and
made up a story to tell his family on the drive home.
Mike flecked the turn signal and made a Jeft onto his parents'
street. lt was like stepping back into his boy hood body and he felt fourteen
all over again. The Wilson's house was still painted mint green, and Mr.
Martin still drove that same old Chevy. Mike sighed and pulled in the
driveway, relieved he was the first one here. He dosed the door of the
Miata, and was admiring the shine of the new car when his mother came
to the door.
"Michael," she cried and ran down the steps. "What a beautiful
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car. How do those Chicago women kct'p th<'lr hands off of you?"
"l~s a battle everyday, mom, fighting them off.'' Mike lifted her
small frame off the ground with a hug. "I low's dad?''
"Driving me crazy already," she lauglwd . She took his .1rm and
headed for the door. "'But we' replanning a trip to Canada. He can tcl1 you
all about it."
Mike's dad came into the kitchen, and Mike stepped forward to
receive a hearty handsnake.
"Hey, dad. How's retirement treating you?"
"Better than it's treating your mother,'' he said. 11l'm sure she told
you that."
They all laughed, and his dad squeezed his mom's shoulder.
"Well, come on in. Notre Dame is kiJiing Penn State. Just scored a
touchdown," he said.
Mike smiled, following his dad through the kitchen. He had
never really liked football, but pretended to enjoy it so he and his dad
would have something to talk about. His dad settled himself in his Lazy
Boy, and Mike fixed himself a gin and tonic.
"Looks like we're on the road to success, dad . I got a new account
Jined up for the finn and the senior partners are pretty impressed." Mike
sat down. "And 1owe it to Greg."
His dad looked surprised.
''Yeah/' Mike said, and sipped from his drink. /'We went to lunch
when he was in Chicago for that dealers convention, and he said his
friend's company was looking for a new accounting firm. Well, it turned
out this friend is Bill Murphy, CEO of one ofthefastestgrowing computer
manufacturers in the nation. It'sanaccountthatcould only get bigger, and
help our firm grow in the process. The partners are really pleased."
"Pleased with you?" his dad said.
Mike smiled. "Wen, actQally, this could only help my resume,
and get me closer to a Big Six job." He shook his head. ''I still can't believe
it, though," he said. "Greg."
They heard voices in the kitchen. "Speak of the devil, that's Greg
and Maureen now/' His dad rose to greet them and Mike turned his
attention to the game.
Greg and his dad were laughing when they came into the room
and Greg was balancing packages in h is anns. He's been buying them
presents at every homecoming since he'd bought his own dea lership.
Every time they objected, and every year he said he wanted to share his
good fortune. Mike thought flau nt was a better word than share, but he'd
never say anything. As much as Greg bothered him, he didn't think it was
worthgettingthewhole family upset. His parents took great pride in their
successful , well-adjusted family. Plus, he was in Chicago and Greg in
New Jersey for most of the year.
"Hey Mikey, how's the JittJe brother?" Greg said, and jabbed him
in the stomach. Mike felt his jaw tighten.
"What's happening with the game?" Greg said. "Hey, how about
those Giants last week?"
"Didn't catch them," Mike said. He left Greg and his dad with the
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game and mel Maureen m the hall.
"My favo rite brother-tn-law." Mike smiled at her. Maureen was
dark-skinned like he was, and Mike looked more like her brother than
Greg's. She was definitely the better half. She alwayssccmed so interested
in him.
Greg and Maureen had gotten married two weeks after Mike's
graduation from college. His parents had thrown him a party, which
would have beengreatifGreghadn'ttalked aboutthewedding the whole
time
"Thanks for the card," Mike said.
''No problem:' Maureen said. "And I see my present is parked
out in the driveway. You shouldn't have.''
They laughed together, and walked into the family room arm in

ann.
Mike went to the bar to fix Maureen a drink. "Scotch, Maureen?"
Greg answered for her. "Maureen won't be drinking anything
today, Mike. She's got to takecareofherselfnow, don' tyou honey?" Greg
moved over towards her and wrapped his arm around her shoulders.
''I'm going to be a daddy."
The room filled with congratulations. Mike's mom began to cry,
and his dad couldn'tstopshakingGreg's hand. Mike stayed at the bar and
turned around to fix himself another drink.

Maureen brought a cigar over to him. "How about fixing me a
ginger ale?" she asked, then low~rcd her voice to a whisper. " And throw
a few drops of something in there, ok? A girl can only take so much
exdtemen t."
"Congratulations,'' Mike said, and smiled at her. ~'I'm really
happy for you."
.
She put her arm on his. "Then how would you like to switch for
the next nine months? I'U be the successful young accountant, and you try
and carrying forty extra pounds on your middle."
They laughed and he handed Maureen her drink, then poured
himself some bourbon. Greg came over and slapped him on the back.
"Well, little brother, looks like l've beaten you to fatherhood, too. Better
get married if you want to keep up." Greg nudged Mike and winked.
"Need me to put in a good word for you with the ladies? Let them know
that my brother's not the worst deal they could make?"
Mike laughed with Greg, and took a sip of his drink. He turned to
the window and chuckled to himself. rfGregonlyknew howmucn he was
making, how well he was doing. If the situation had been reversed, Greg
never would have let Mike forget this, the way he wouldn' t let Mike forget
his awkward days in high school. This new account was so confusing.
"I want to thank you for that connection with Compu tronics,
Greg," Mike said, putting his drink down on the table. I've piloted that
account for the firm, and the partners have been really impressed with
whati'vedonesofar. I'mcallingBiJI Murphy on Monday, to confirm our
meeting in New York. J'm even going along to finalize things," Mike
paused. Greg was staring at the game, nodding slightly. J'After I was
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passed over by that BigSixfirm,l never thought I'd get a chance like this
so early. I really owe you one."
''Uh, yeah. No proble m, Mike. Whatever I can do."
Mike watched Greg walk away. Maureen noticed. "He's just so
preoccupied with this baby," she said, and squeezed Mike's ann.
MaureenandGreghadbeenfighting,mak:ingconversationaround
the dinner table ~tilted a~d uncomfortable. Mike finished eating and got
up to wash the dlShes. H1s mother protested, but he told her to just sit and
relax. He had been doing this for her since he could remember. And he
needed to get away from that table.
Maureen'sheelsdickedacrossthekitchenfloorwhenshebrought
the rest of the dishes out.
Mike rushed over to her. " Lady with a baby shouldn't be exerting
herself."
Maureen laughed . "One more saucer and ['d have had it.'' She
flicked the dish towel in his face and spun around. Her shoes slid on the
linoleum and she fell straight down, making a loud thump when she hit.
Greg and his parents came running from the dining room.
Mike was already helping Maureen up when Greg got there and
yelled over their laughter.
''Moe, honey. Are you okay?'' H<.> pushed Mike a way and settled
her into a chair.
"Of course. Maybe a little bruised on the butt."
"But the baby," Greg said. "You've got to be careful."
Maureen smiled and touched his face. "Honey, I'm only three
weeks pregnant You don't need to be so worried."
Greg sat down beside her and took her hand. "You're right," he
said, and smiled. "I just don't know what I'd do if I lost you." Greg put his
hand on Maureen's stomach.
Mike realized he was staring. He turned back to the dishes, and
Greg and Maureen went outside. He could hear their voices on the front
porch until he switched on the dishwasher.
"Michael honey, come here a minute," his mom called from the
living room.
Mike laid the wet dish towel on the counter and left the kitchen.
"Listen," she said. "Your dad has been complaining about all
those leaves in the yard, and I know the only thing keeping him from
raking them is all this rain we've been having lately. Since it's so nice out,
and you and Greg are 1\ere, could you boys take care of it so I don't have
to worry about your dad breaking his back?"
Mike smiled and leaned to kiss her cheek. "Consider it done,
ma'am. What'll I tell dad?"
She winked. "You leave the old geezer to me. Thank you, honey/'
she said, and squeezed his hand.
Maureen and Greg were stiU on the front porch. Mike dosed the
hall cupboard on his way to the door, so they would know he was coming.
He'd had enough lovey-dovey for one day.
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They tumedand Mike looked at them thro ugh the screen . "Mom
wants us to rake the yard so dad doesn't have to do it, Greg."
"What?Can'tshedoitherself?"Gregsaid. Maureenlaughed,and
he kissed her on the cheek. "Okay, you get the rakes."
Mike chuckled, and turned around. "Meet you outside."
Greg took rakes from Mike. ''We'll need some ga rbage bags, too,
you know. I'll start over on the side.
When Mike got back with the bags, he noticed Greg had taken the
new rake and left Mike the one with spaces like lost teeth. Greg was
working like a mad man, and had already cleared one side of the house.
He was standing by a pile of leaves and motioned to Mike.
"Here, come hold this bag for me," he said.
Mike bent over with the bag and got a ra kefu 1of leaves in his face.
They were wet and cold, and some stuck to his shirt as they fell.
''That was nice, Greg," Mike said. He dropped the bag and stood
to wipe himself off. Greg was laughing.
"Sorry, Mikey. Here, let's try again."
Mike sighed and picked up the bag again. Greg began to fill it, still
getting more leaves on Mike and the ground than in the bag.
"You'll never guess who called me the other day," Greg said.
No, Mike figured he p robably wouldn' tguess. He rarely talked to
Greg.
"You remember John Grimes, my fraternity brother at State? He
used to be senior partner with the Ogden group, but he's just started up
his own accounting firm in Manhattan. He lives in Newark, about ten
minutes away from me."
Mike was impresscd.Ogden was a fairlywell·known firm. But he
didn't remember this Grimes guy. All of Greg's frat brothers had looked
the same to him, big and sloppy, with an empty beer can in their left hand
and a fresh one in their right.
''Ogden's a good name," Mike said, and stood to tie the bag.
"Yeah. It must be ten or twelve years since I've heard from him."
Greg walked away and began clearing leaves out from under the bushes
that ran along the side of the house. "Well anyway," he said, "we got to
talking and 1 told him what rve been doing and how I was thinking of
getting another dealership."
Mike began raking. He watched the prongs slide across the grass.
"!didn't know you wanted another place. Won't it take a lot of money to
get started?"
"Exactly," Greg said, dragging his rake behind him to the other
side of the bushes. "And Grimes really liked my ideas. He said he'll
personally spot me the money I need. I've been trying to get a loan, but
no bank will clear me because of that IRS shit.''
"I thought you said that was their mistake,'' Mike said. Greg
didn't answer, so he yelled louder. "Wasn't that their mistake?"
"It's still on record,'' Greg said. "I've tried every way to get the
government to take it off. Grimes said he trusted me enough to spot me
personally, though ."
Mike was surprised Greg was telling him all this. "So how much
did he offer you?"
"Well there's a catch," Greg said, coming back into the yard.
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'*Grimes heard that Bill and I were good ftiend s and that Computronics
was looking for new accountanb."
Mike laughed, and stopped to clean out his rake. "Let me guess,''
he said. ''He wanted you to get him the account."
"Bingo," Greg said. He pointed to where Mike was working.
''You're missing a lot of those, Mik<.·y."
Greg would be missing them too with this shitty rake. "Too bad
for him," Mike said. "You told himthatwealmosthavethedealccmented
at my finn?"
"Yeah, I told him. He was pretty upset He said that maybe he
didn't have the money for me after all."
''What a shit." Mike had tostopandclean hisrakeagain. "I guess
you have to expect stufflike that from people, even when you would never
consider ityourself." He went back to raking, then stopped and looked up,
holding the rake as if it were supporting his weight. "That will be such a
great feeling, you know," he said. "To have a career you can be proud to
tell your grandkids about."
Greg put hisrakedownand walked over to Mike. "Sure,'' he said.
"Here,stompthescleavesdownformc. Let'stryandcramsomcmorcinto
this bag."
Mike watched his foot crunch the leaves. Greg scooped up a
btmch,letgo, then watched them fall to the ground. He said, "God, I want
my kid to be proud of me." Standing so close to him, Mike noticed how red
his face was, how it seemed to glow under his thin blonde hair. He looked
tiny standing right in front of Mike, the sweat s1 iding down his forehead .
Greg dropped the bag and reached up and put a hand on Mike's
shoulder. Mike stood there holding the wet leaves.
"I called Bill," Greg said. ''He likes Crimes' credentials. He's
serious! y considering opening the account with them." Greg tightened his
grip on Mike's shoulder. ''Now try to understand,'' he said.
Mike watched the words fonn on Greg's lips. He felt the weight
ofGreg'scntire bodyagainsthisshouldcr. The l<?avesfell from his hands.
Greg's let his hand drop. "It's no big deal, right? You work for a
decent firm. Besides, Mike, you're young. You've got to learn that life ain't
so easy sometimes. I'm actually doing you a big favor. This is the real
world, kidde."
Mike tuned him out and thought about what Wrayburn had said
to him in his office. He would surely fire him for this. Shit. "Shit," his own
voice startled him.
"What?" Greg said.
"This is shit, Greg. Do you realize how hard I've worked on this
account already? Do you have any idea what this meant to me?"
"Now Mikey, don't get all upset. It's only one account, Don't be
such a baby about it..."
Mike tuned him out again. He was sure that this deal would be
his ticket out of that two-bit finn. How could he have believed that Greg
would actually help him. He had felt so safe, so in control, all because he
was so far away. But Greg had managed to reach right in and take it all
away. Nothing had changed.
Mike interrupted Greg somewhere in the middle of his rambling
about learning from hardships. "I told you this was my ticket out of that
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finn ." H(' was screaming now. "TI1is was my shot at a Big Six firm."
Grl'g laug hed. "Mike, piNse. You've only been out of school for
I we> years. You have a JOb. And trust me, they wouldnJt have given you
any rcsponsibity with th1s
Mike felt the blood rush to his head He grabbed Greg's arm.
"Nn," he said. "You're wrong. I told you that 1 was in charge of this damn
account, you ass. Don't you listen?" He shook his head and pushed Greg's
arm back at him. "God, you're selfish.''
"Now, Mike. Men know how to handle little disappointments
like this. You think I liked doing this?" He bent down to pick up their
rakes, keeping his eyes on Mike. "I don't like putting another wrinkle in
my brother's life. But l have to look out for myself too/' he said . "I'm
having a baby, for Christ's sake. l want to give that kid the world.'' He held
a rake out for Mike. "I need this.~ Mike. I need it a lot more than you do."
"Hey boys, how's it gojng?" Maureen called. She had been
standing at the screen door. Greg gave her a small wave, but kept looking
at Mike.
Mike heard the door open. He hated for Maureen to see this, but
he couldn't help it. He was not going to get screwed.
"No,Grcg," hesaid and grabbed the rake. "I'myourbrother. That
means something. I know itdoes.Justadmitit,''he said. "You could have
gotten the money some other way." Mike stepped closer to Greg. ''You
enjoy making things impossible for me.''
"Mike, c'mon. Have a Httle pride,'' he said. "You've had it easy
your whole Hfe. I'm teaching you a valuable lesson, here. You ha venit even
begun to to know what the real world is like.''
Mike kept his stare on Greg. He looked so sincere. Greg actually
believed all thisshithewas!eedinghim. AcalmsweptoverMike,and his
whole body felt numb. He listened to his voice like someone else was
speaking through him.
"You're right, Greg," he said, and lowered his face. "You've been
helping me like this my whole life, showing me the ropes. I guess I never
really thanked you for it."
Greg smiled and slapped him on the back. "That's okay," he said.
"What are big brothers for ? No hard feelings, right?u
Greg extended his hand . Mike looked up and felt dizzy. Hls head
was throbbing and every muscle in his entire body was tigh t. He stared at
Greg's bright red face, his transparent wet hair. He watched his arms
move, and felt himself lunge towards Greg. The rake made a thud against
the ground, and Greg fell back, his body tossing leaves everywhere.
Mike's breath came heavy and hard, and his hands hung motionless at his sides. He stared down at Greg and smiled. He knew he could
beat Greg dead if he wanted to. He was going to win this one any way he
could.
Maureen ran down the porch steps. She stepped in front of Mike
and pulled him around. "Let's take a walk/' she said.
Mike turned his attention to Maureen, but when he spoke he
didn't seem to be addressing her. He said,''How could he do this? He's
ruined everything for me now. Everything I've worked for."
Maureen squeezed his arm. ''I know this must hurt you, Mike,"
she said. "But it's really a no-win situation." She glanced down and took
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a breath. "If you were in his po::.1tio n wouldn' t yuu hav~ dnnt th~.: -..~ me
thing? You have to sec his s ide. He's just tryi ng to d..., w h..tl'!- bc~l l \lr hl !family. You can't tcJI me you don' t think th<.lt'" importan t."
Mike broke from her grip. He felt his L·ycs bu l ~ing out of hts head
How could shcbcsoacceptingofGrcg's scl fbhness? Hl' could tell s lk w.l..,
really serious. She honestly thought Greg had done· thl' besl thmg
"Can't you sec how wrong he is?" he said. "You're telling m e to
'sec his side.' Well. his side is butlshit." Mik ~o· lool<cd away. "Damn hi m,"
he said. "Damn him."
Maureen grabbed his arm again. "Mtke, grow up. lt'snottht end
of your life. You'll have other jobs, and other chances. Greg mi~htnever
have another chance. No, it's not what you wanted, I know."
Mike's eyes began to sting. He turned to walk away What he
wanted? This was what he needed, dammit. It was his reputation, hi s
future on the line here.
Maureen walked after him. "Michael," she said. H.: stopped but
did not tum around. She walked around to face him. "Do you think he
wanted this to happen? Listen, I may not know t'verything that"sgoneon
between you, but I do know Greg. And I do know that he would newr do
anything to hurt you deliberately." She put hct hand on his check " H t•'s
your brother, Mike. He loves you."
Mike moved her hand away and saw Greg watching them. He
hadn't moved from the wet ground. He looked back at her and laughed .
She really didn't know Greg at all. Mike let his head fall back and his eyes
fo1towcd. The sun was almost set now, and the sky was a deep blue. "My
brother," he said. "Ha." He point<Xi to Greg. "That man is not my brother.
That man can go to hell for all I care.'
She slapped him. Slapped him hard. He heard the clap like
thunder. His cheek stung and his eyes began to water. He stood for a
momct, looking down at the hand that had hit him, then walked away.
Mike's parents were in the family room. The t.v. was on. His
mother glanced up and smiled, then turned back to the t.v. He got his keys
and hjs jacket and walked out. Greg and Maureen were cleaning up the
yard. Mike went straight for his car.
1

The hills rose up around him as he drove into the city.l'eople's
homes were scattered amidst the trees, streetlights ending where the hills
met the black sky. He drove towards the tunnel, and in a moment the city
was gone. Traffic was heavy, and the tunnel smelled of exhaust. He
slowed, and then came to a stop on the shoulder. He shifted into par~
turned off the car and dimmed the lights until the dash was black. He sat
there, listening to the low, steady hum of the cars around him, the
occasional distant honk of a hom. He sat, his forehead resting on the top
of the wheel. He dosed his eyes and breathed deep and slow and sat there,
breathing. Deep and slow.
Denise Haver
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Until the Waters Break Again
(for Marty)
Dusking clouds of a winter world grind
The lake, frozen now to rigored crust;
I kick the ice-bound rock, hurl nameless bottles
To the statucd waves, carved
In the windscape that stings and blinds.
Here, straining in its jagged shell,
Time turns still in the tides,
Crashes where no one hears; I pace
The wave-tom shore-the only
Rituall can offer my friend now gone.
In storming spring sodden figures trudged
Their muddied way to grave and bier,
Said prayers, shed tears, and cast
Tissued carnations to seal the steeled truth:
We know beauty only in the rending,
But life is a patient unravellcr.
A season later in greening leaf-light
I saw a wild tose glide the brambled creek,
Blooming in the q-uick waters, fleeing
Toward wider streams and murky df.'pths;
Perhaps then I understood love's journey
Is ever home by paths we cannot tell;
And now 1 have come to Huntington Beach
To see creation tumbled to the elements,
To leave my heart-thought at the racking shore:
This flower I bring for Marty's sake
And place it here until the waters break again.

George Kattieski
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Revco: Lunchtime
In a downtown drugstore
they stand in line
holding their faces up off the ground
they stare off into spaces
beyond what they can see
what they can touch
their hands grow moist around
hairspray bottles or cans
they hug bags of dogfood
or potato chips on special
cradle boxes of feminine hygeine products
and household cleaners, cold remedies
it's a grey dance
shuffle feet here
shift weight there
and hold, hold
it is December
they wear boots

despite the dean sidewalks
cold has a smell of its own
it settles in the heavy clothing
hanging like shrouds
they study each other
what lusting there is
springs from imagination
Once a northern Michigan
I stood in line, pleasantly passing
the moments with fellow shoppers
idle conversations volleyed between
vacationers

circumstances deal
consequences
like a draw of the cards.

Karen St. John-Vin cent
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The Peacock Dance
In all of the midnights I have seen.
The fifth and sixth of seven,
sideward glances stumbled across drinking glasses,
and rhythmic rituals happened beneath flashing lights.
A gluttonous disco beat gobbled up words
and guided the superficial shuffling
of patent leather shoes.
Upon a stool that grabbed at the seat of my pants,
I perched myself to watch
with curious eyes and a handful of grains
the peacocks do their dance.

M.D. Nealy
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The "Ole Man"
He sat with the old man on the porch in the spring. Next to the cherry
tree which was now in bloom with its fragile pink blossoms opened to the
sun. 1n his day the "Ole Man," ashe called his father-the name given to
the masters of ships by the crew- was a terror. A bit over six feet and twohundred and thirty-five pounds of human water buffalo confronting any
situation that appeared. A master of the world of commerce, in charge of
Allied shipping to Russia from the Port ofPhiladelphia during World War
II, he had been a dollar-a-year-man, loaned by Green Star Shipping
Company to the U. S. Government for the duration of the war. The son
had never seen him in a situation he could not handle: a bull with the eyes
of an eagle, the mind of a razor and the resilience to mix with anybody, to
convince anybody of his stance on anything. At least, this is the way the
son saw him. He realjzed, now, sitting with him, that the Ole Man had his
deficiencies: he wanted everythinghisownwayin theofficeoftheGreen
Star and at home at the dinner table where he took out his frustrations on
his wife and drove her to secretly drink. And wanting all his own way,
according to hi sown standards, had put an impossible burden of dependence upon the son and the two other children. Even the ice cube tray had
tobefiJied a certain way. Things had to conform. Butthesonalso realized
that the Ole Man did not do this out of maliciousness, but because it was
the only way he knew.
He had survived this way. He had come up from being a mailclerk in 1917 to Executive Vice-President in 1950. (The son always
suspected that he had not made President because he was always the bull
and couldn't keep his mouth shut.) He couldn't take a scholarship
awarded him by Fordham University because he had to earn money to
support his mother and two younger children. His father, the son's
grandfather, was a linotype operator for the old New York Journal, and
was a good guy with a drink in his hand but he wasn't always arou nd
when pay day arrived, and so the Ole Man had to work ins.tead of going
to college. So he became a mail clerk and eventually shipped out as Purser
on the G reen Star freighters to India, South America and other places until
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he grav itated to the home office in New York and ascended to Assistant
Traffic Manager and other jobs that led to Executive Vice-President in
1950.
Despite aJl this, the son remembered, in looking now atthe huge
round silhouette of his balding head, that there never was a crisis in which
he was not calm, a crisis of the son's adolescence in which the Ole Man did
not respond in calmness and understanding. He never jumped or thundered when the going got rough or the alley was blind. He was there. And
what was needed-if he had it-he gave. He would, as the saying goes,
give the shirt off his back to the child in need. The son had never come to
him, in any situation, when the Ole Man did not take the shirt off.
He knew a lot of things about the Ole Man that the son told to his
children. He remembered that when the Ole Man was in Panama, or
Ba.rranquilla or some other port in South America, how he would swim for
hours until exhausted instead of going to town with others and visiting the
whore houses. He swam in faithful ness to his wife until he could hardly
lift himself from the pool. He had told the son this and the son believed
it. He liked a lovely face, but he never looked around for another woman.
And this is what the son told his children. This was theeffectof the Father.
Although the Ole Man had always seemed fearless, he had told
the son of times when he feared and how to overcome (ear. When he was
in Philadelphia during the war and dealing with the Russians, he had to
descend into the huge holds of ships and he was frightened of heights and
going down the ladder into the holds. 5o he used to get up early-about
five in the morning-and practice going down the ladders by himself, so
that when the Russians got there he would do it with ease in the midst of
the Russians who were not at ease going down the ladders for the first
time.
He also knew that the Ole Man had stopped drinking, which he
liked to do, because drinking was no longer good for his wife. He would
not drink if she could not drink. He had stopped smoking because of a
heart attack. He had also stopped sex, or the stroke had stopped it. But
before that, he knew, he had had his prostrate shaved. He could no longer
talk because of the stroke. His right side was paralyzed. So he couldn't
drink~ he couldn't smoke, he couldn't talk weiJ and he couldn't walk
regular, but dragged his gimp leg behind him. Stride forth with the left leg
and drag the right behind him.
He remembered when his brother and he brought the Ole Man
down to the Columbia Neurological Center for observation and the chief
neurologist told them that, from the scans of his head, he had to conclude
that the father had zero chances of living. His carotids were dogged and
there was no circulation in the head. Zero chances to live.
Next year the Ole Man was on an extension ladder, washing
down the sides of the house and walking sixteen miles round trip to the
village of Pelham to pick up light bulbs or something from the hard ware
store. He would put forth the good leg and drag the gimp leg behind him,
and he did this until it finally got too much for him and h e had to give it
up. Then, when he got depressed over being alone and having nothing to
do, the ex*Vice President and former man of the world would climb
aboard the bus and practice whatever language was left in his head with
the bus driver. He would take the seat right behind the driver and they
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would talk during Ole run to Bronxville and back.
When the son would come home from Ohio, they would go out
one night of the week and the Ole Man would insist on paying, but they
would not go to a big restaurant. They would go to a Pelham restaurantsaloon, which was owned by a former bartender on one of the ships of the
Green Star. And the Ole Man would have a martini and pizza and enjoy
himself thoroughly. He could make himself understood, because he had
developed a simple vocabulary that served all occasions: "Son-of-abitch." "Certainly." "Go ahead." "Christ Almighty." etc.
Now they were on the porch. The light was dym& though the
blossoms were beautiful. The light was on partof the Ole Man's face and
sweatwasrisingonhisforehead. He smoothed the white hair on his great
round head. His wife was now in a rest home. The children were gone. He
was having trouble with the house; he couldn't take care of the grounds.
There was no one to talk to. He couldn't read abstract concepts. He
couldn't read thebooks that he looked forward to all of his life. Books that
were left behind when he decided not to go to Fordham. He didn't drink,
except when he went to the restaurant. He didn't smoke. He walked now
only with the help of an aluminum walker. There was no one there except
when the son or his brother came over. The sister was dead.
They satin theinterludeof dark and light. And the Ole Man said,
''Sometimes I feel like-" and he put his hand to his head in the shape of
a pistol- "but I not a quitter."
And he stuttered into the dusk the name "Lilian," and again
''Lit ian," the name of his wife, and the son could see moist light in his eyes
that stared east, past gardens and the earth, into night.
]ames Magner, Jr.
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Variations
It is happening.
llie entangled in my own vine.
Last year's buds have blossomed and grown.
You are my children, mature, with yours.
It's a cruel irony that parent is now child.
I yearn to command you to cease those tears,
as I used to do. I cannot.
Flesh of my flesh; yours is alive, mine cold.
Your new body stands now completely free,
broken off, nurturing Jives that grow
from you and with you.
Once, not long past, the earth yielded to me.
Now, you innocently rove vast fields.
Sing. Sing. Make Christmas come to me.
Your carols embrace life. Sing me life.
My time is spent.
The stem of my body stands in darkness, concealed
from the sun by green leaves. The old
must perish for young to grow. If only
you could give back a sliver of light...
I resign to face darkness alone.
Lisa Marie La Guardia

Still
Her room, four days later,
no resurrection, no redemption,
only dust settling silently
on pastel possessions and grandmother's quilt.
The antique clock is an hour behind
and ticking painfully slow.
No one will wind it again.
Nothing will move,
nothing will change.
life is still.

David Humphries
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Divorce
What do we really wantthe "she wants" and the "he wants"?
I wanted her to Jove me
after a while
it was over
it didn't matter
the he wants and she wants
I'm sorry to say- we are all sorry to saydid not matter
we became statistics
I was a number
she was a number
inside those numbers
was an aching pain
and a loneliness
there are no statistics for that
no thermometer readings
no passion
couples with no vengeance
suffer, baby
that's all there is
Helen Barna
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Divorce: Rebuttal
I bought a black dress
when the marriage died
but I coupled it with
sheer,
black,
lacy,
laddered hose
you see
that sex part of me
refused to accept defeat
you are wrong
if you think I make a burlesque
of joined-in-marriage holy matrimony
somehow the intimacy had a lack
and we did not know one another
it was aU surface supposition
what you thought and I thought ran asunder
the gamete game was a snare
and damn~d if any sage has discovered
the secret scent
which leads to salubrious
connubial bliss
the search goes on, darling,
and r wish you well
as I wish it for myseJf
Helen Barna
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Recollection: Mother in Tidioute
On the crisp-clear morning
I painted the clapboards
while you sat below the ladder
at the picnic table
with your black coffee steaming like the steam
wisping off the morning river;
no prayer quite so good as this- you
with your son and your coffee and the river
and your husband inside at the kitchen sink;
then [saw in the woods two doe,
unaware, chatting Dominicans
on breakfast stroll; I pointed,
hushed my lips to you;
you saw, and squealed "Joe!" ~
for his was the other half of your joy and the Dominicans were gone, poof,
in the clear breeze, and he stood
at the screen, shaking his head
missing all the morning's miracles
but you.

David La Guardia
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all embracing
white fear
of being ceased
seizes
as the
eight footed
brown one
springs
to the
gossamer twitch

p. w. maxwell

Fear Of An Early Heaven
Squirrels are helpless:
July acorns explode at night,
miniature bombs violate
the summer truce
penetrate the roof over my head.
Shock waves blast through
the brain without a trace,
like neutrinos
from some supernova.

I try to look at war objectively.
Acorns are the oak's clock;
their loss prepares for greater loss.
Their midnight fusillade frees
the wooden giant for sleep,
clears the air for the spectrum
ahead, maybe seeds
a future galaxy.
I wish it were that simple for me.
But I am caught in their crossfireall the while ducking dreams.
Everything is out of season,
everything seems deadly.
But this story's old
and you know the ending.
I will stand watch.
I will end up the tree's keeper,
and God's frozen universe
will keep us both.

Alfred B. Cahen
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Thursdays in the Cemetery
Thursdays in the cemetery,
and it's just my Lawnboy and me,
making lines and passing timeuntil we get to the second row,
sixth stone from the bottom of the hilL
That's the simple, flat stone
that reads:
Mario Leone
1927-1937

There's a cop per picttire frame gone green with age
in the middle of the stone,
and I flip it open to see
the sweet static smile of Mario Leone.
His brown, curly hair is tussled
and his smile is pure and unconcerned,
as if aH those those years ago
he heard a voice from his porch
calling him home from a day at the playground .
Only he never went back.
On Thursdays Mario looks
out from his little oval window
with that sweet static smile
and invites me inside to play.
But so far I've always
walked away with my Lawnboy
to pass the time and make some lines.

Dave Humphries
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Another Season
Were W. B. Yeats American and Alive Today
Turning and turning his head back and forth
The receiver cannot hear the quarterback;
Things fall apart; things stick together;
The center cannot always hold the ball;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the field,
The well-paid tide is loosed, and everywhere
The ceremony of first is downed;
The best love competition while the worst
Are full of avarice; await salary arbitration.
Surely some television is at hand;
Sorely another season is at hand.
Another season! Hardly are those words out
When a vast image out of Sporls Illustrated
Troubles my sight: somewhere in the last college draft
A gaze blank and thoughtless as the sun,
Moved its huge thighs, while all about it
Reeled shadows of indignant agents.
The vision fades; but now I know
That great players from many owners will soon
Be cheered toward victory by a rocking crowd,
And these rough beasts, their hour come round at last,
wm slouch from locker rooms to play.

Mark Herron
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How can I know?
(simple being,
a simple man)
I cannot know
and yet
I know
after a storm
a calm will come
to soothe a wretch
whose world is gone.

My calm will come.
Christopher Martine
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Polaroid
When we moved in
sometime late September
her picture was there
on a closet shelf,
the leavings of a former tenant.
Against a blank wall
eggshell blue
she stands in a frilled bikini,
her eyes amused, knowing,
her pose awkward .
Sculpted in two dimensions,
this is all I know;
the rest arc questions
I cannot ask with impunityother em pty closets to cxp1ore.
We exist in our desires only,
the vacancies our figures impose
upon probing eyes. We are
creatures of the air,
silent images our legacy.

George Kanieski

Sl

I kicked a can
early today
The tin tink tripped
my mind to motion
I'm tired
of tripping tin
but
it's too big
a world
for one
bar of soap
With each tin tink
the world is sinking

away
as will I.

Good luck
dirty world,
it's time to bathe.

Christopher Martine
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deliberately.
Mark Herron is a graduate student at John Carroll
University.

P.J. Hrushak currently writes and draws for friends, fun,
and the Carroll News (in that order).
David Humphries is a sophomore at John Carroll
University.
Sally Joranko states that unlike Helen Barna, she can be
summarized in twenty-five words or less.

George Kanieski has nothing more to say.
David La Guardia is related to a professor in the English
department at John Carroll, but he does not recall how.

Lisa Marie La G uardia, B.A. in English from Michigan State
University, class of '90 is related to a professor in the English
department at John Carroll, but she does not recall how.
Peter Leon lives in Oeveland Heights, Ohio.
James Magner is a professor of English at John Carroll
University. He has published eight books of poetry and a
book on the critical principles of John Crowe Ransom.
Chris Martine is a teaching assistant in the Englisn
Department at John Carroll.
Joe Martin es wonders why Ronald's art never shows up in
the Carroll Quarterly. It can't be that bad. Mrs. joranko
married him.
P. W. Maxwell is a senior at John Carroll University
majoring in English. As for a minor, what else is there?
Christine Nagy lives in Kirtland, Ohio.
M.D. Nealy is a full·time student and a life-time chaser of
dreams.
Mark Rakocy is a student at John Carroll University.
K aren St. John-Vincent lives in Lakewood, Ohio.

qfie. Carro[[ Qy.artedy staffwouldCik§ to aedicate

tliis edition. to !Francis Smitli, S.J. cmd to 'Dr.
Jif.rtfier rrrace. ~ir Cove an.dguidance in tfiefieU
of'Eng£isfi willCeave tlie aepartmentsadly aepCetea
at tlieir aeparture. We wouU Ci.k.? to tfwnk_tfiem
for tfie many years of service tliey ftave pro1Jid:ed
tlieir stucfents anaco([eagues.
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